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US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy Inconsistency 

Temporary Equity 

By Charles Hoffman, CPA 

March 7, 2016 

The US GAAP Financial Reporting XBRL Taxonomy represents the important high-level relationships 

related to temporary equity on the balance sheet as follows: 

Temporary equity is part of liabilities and equity: 

(See http://goo.gl/IHVBz5; four different networks show exactly the same relationship but with different 

equity concepts)  

 

Temporary equity is broken down into two parts: 

(See http://goo.gl/T8zinF)  

 

 

  

http://goo.gl/IHVBz5
http://goo.gl/T8zinF
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Redeemable noncontrolling interest is broken into parts: 

(See http://goo.gl/cgiQCy for balance sheet, same information in disclosure http://goo.gl/GjwyL2)  

 

 

There are other concepts that are occasionally used on the balance sheets of public companies to 

represent temporary equity line items. 

Fair value is used occasionally to report temporary equity on the balance sheet. Is this appropriate?  

Shouldn’t the amount booked to the balance sheet be the carrying amount? 

(See http://goo.gl/MSrwch)  

 

OMNICOM GROUP INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/29989/000002998916000015/0000029989-16-000015-

index.htm  

 

http://goo.gl/cgiQCy
http://goo.gl/GjwyL2
http://goo.gl/MSrwch
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/29989/000002998916000015/0000029989-16-000015-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/29989/000002998916000015/0000029989-16-000015-index.htm
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Occasionally the concept “us-gaap:TemporaryEquityValueExcludingAdditionalPaidInCapital” is used to 

report temporary equity on the balance sheet.  It seems that that concept is for a disclosure related to a 

class of temporary equity and not the balance sheet line item. 

Further, one filer used this concept as part of current liabilities: 

Hydra Industries Acquisition Corp. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1615063/000114420415064714/0001144204-15-064714-

index.htm  

 

Others use it as part of temporary equity: 

ROI Acquisition Corp. II 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1581607/000114420415066007/0001144204-15-066007-

index.htm  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1615063/000114420415064714/0001144204-15-064714-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1615063/000114420415064714/0001144204-15-064714-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1581607/000114420415066007/0001144204-15-066007-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1581607/000114420415066007/0001144204-15-066007-index.htm
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Below are a number of observations from XBRL-based public company financial filings to the SEC which 

appear to show the relations documented above or contradict those relations: 

 

EXAMPLE #1: Actua Corp 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1085621/000108562115000008/0001085621-15-000008-

index.htm  

This company’s representation is consistent with the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy and the information 

summarized above:   

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1085621/000108562115000008/0001085621-15-000008-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1085621/000108562115000008/0001085621-15-000008-index.htm
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There are approximately 49 public companies that report temporary equity in this manner.   

In this specific case, one could possibly make the argument that the concept “us-

gaap:RedeemableNoncontrollingInterestEquityCarryingAmount” which is narrower could be a better 

concept to use. 

 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE #2: ANWORTH MORTGAGE ASSET CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1047884/000156459016013531/0001564590-16-013531-

index.htm  

This representation of the temporary equity line item is consistent with expectation. (Note that the 

“Dividends payable on stock” and “Cumulative Preferred Stock” is not consistent with expectations but 

this is a different issue) 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1047884/000156459016013531/0001564590-16-013531-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1047884/000156459016013531/0001564590-16-013531-index.htm
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EXAMPLE #3: MOOG INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/67887/000006788716000172/0000067887-16-000172-

index.htm  

Representation is consistent with expectation. 

 

 

EXAMPLE #4: Ashford Hospitality Prime, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1574085/000157408515000093/0001574085-15-000093-

index.htm 

Representation is consistent with expectation. 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/67887/000006788716000172/0000067887-16-000172-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/67887/000006788716000172/0000067887-16-000172-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1574085/000157408515000093/0001574085-15-000093-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1574085/000157408515000093/0001574085-15-000093-index.htm
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EXAMPLE #5: Ashford Hospitality Prime, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/95052/000009505216000056/0000095052-16-000056-

index.htm  

Representation is consistent with expectation. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/95052/000009505216000056/0000095052-16-000056-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/95052/000009505216000056/0000095052-16-000056-index.htm
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EXAMPLE #6: Energy Transfer Equity, L.P. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1276187/000127618716000132/0001276187-16-000132-

index.htm  

This representation is INCONSISTENT with the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy because it uses the WHOLE and 

then a PART of the WHOLE both as PARTS of temporary equity. 

 

The relationship below is violated: 

(See http://goo.gl/T8zinF)  

 

(See http://goo.gl/cgiQCy for balance sheet, same information in disclosure http://goo.gl/GjwyL2)  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1276187/000127618716000132/0001276187-16-000132-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1276187/000127618716000132/0001276187-16-000132-index.htm
http://goo.gl/T8zinF
http://goo.gl/cgiQCy
http://goo.gl/GjwyL2
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